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Insight
Three horizons: a pathways practice for transformation
Bill Sharpe 1, Anthony Hodgson 1,2, Graham Leicester 1, Andrew Lyon 1 and Ioan Fazey 2
ABSTRACT. Global environmental change requires responses that involve marked or qualitative changes in individuals, institutions,
societies, and cultures. Yet, while there has been considerable effort to develop theory about such processes, there has been limited
research on practices for facilitating transformative change. We present a novel pathways approach called Three Horizons that helps
participants work with complex and intractable problems and uncertain futures. The approach is important for helping groups work
with uncertainty while also generating agency in ways not always addressed by existing futures approaches. We explain how the approach
uses a simple framework for structured and guided dialogue around different patterns of change by using examples. We then discuss
some of the key characteristics of the practice that facilitators and participants have found to be useful. This includes (1) providing a
simple structure for working with complexity, (2) helping develop future consciousness (an awareness of the future potential in the
present moment), (3) helping distinguish between incremental and transformative change, (4) making explicit the processes of power
and patterns of renewal, (5) enabling the exploration of how to manage transitions, and (6) providing a framework for dialogue among
actors with different mindsets. The complementarity of Three Horizons to other approaches (e.g., scenario planning, dilemma thinking)
is then discussed. Overall, we highlight that there is a need for much greater attention to researching practices of transformation in
ways that bridge different kinds of knowledge, including episteme and phronesis. Achieving this will itself  require changes to
contemporary systems of knowledge production. The practice of Three Horizons could be a useful way to explore how such
transformations in knowledge production and use could be achieved.
Key Words: adaptation pathways; climate change; scenarios; transformation; transition
INTRODUCTION
Climate and other environmental change is a serious threat to the
security and well-being of the expected 9–10 billion population
of the planet (Rockstrom et al. 2009, Nicholls et al. 2011, IPCC
2013). The viability of business-as-usual ways of life will be
affected, and transformational changes throughout society at
many social and geographical scales are required (Stafford-Smith
et al. 2011, O'Brien and Sygna 2013). Yet, the knowledge we
already have that can inform transformational change is not being
effectively used (O'Brien 2011), and the knowledge and processes
of change we do have are limited in their ability to work with the
systemic complexity of global problems and to influence action
at the rates needed to avoid dangerous climate change (Frame and
Brown 2008, Sardar 2010, O'Brien 2012).  
New capacities for transformation are needed (Frame and Brown
2008, Sardar 2010, Miller 2011, ISSC 2012, Proust et al. 2012,
ISSC and UNESCO 2013, Kläy et al. 2015). This includes
approaches to help facilitate transitions, open up thinking,
reimagine futures, work with intractable problems, encourage
dialogue across diverse groups of people, and provide a sense of
empowerment and hope in an era where the extent of the
challenges seems overwhelming and debilitating (Frame and
Brown 2008, Miller 2011, Ison et al. 2014, Wicks and Jamieson
2014, Kläy et al. 2015). While there are clear overlaps, a focus on
transformation is different from resilience, which is often
interpreted as adapting to retain current system functions and
processes, while transformation is focused on creating significant
systemic changes (Walker et al. 2004, Gallopin 2006). In relation
to issues like climate change, transformation implies a need to
focus on accelerating the development of processes and practices
for change (O'Brien 2012). We respond to such calls by outlining
a practice called Three Horizons that can be used to help work
with uncertain futures in imaginative ways while also retaining
important societal features from the present. Interest in Three
Horizons has been growing over the last decade, and this
approach is increasingly being used in a variety of contexts as a
way to help navigate complexity and identify actions to encourage
change (e.g., Table 1). While this paper is not based on formalized
academic research, it does present the outcomes of cumulative
critical reflective practice and experiential knowledge of skilled
facilitators of futures-oriented approaches. This knowledge
provides new insights about the approach and transformation in
practice.  
We first explain the need for new approaches for exploring
transformative change and then outline the methodological
approach taken to articulating the practical knowledge we
present. We then describe the Three Horizons approach and the
key features that make it useful for transformative thinking and
the insights that have emerged from using the approach. Overall,
this will be of wide relevance to academics and practitioners
interested in learning about how to conceptualize, study, and
facilitate the practice of transformation.
The need for new approaches to facilitate transformation
Working with complexity
Two important challenges related to the practice of
transformation are working with complexity and with the future.
First, many studies highlight the inherent complexity of
contemporary challenges, describing them as “wicked” (Rittel
and Webber 1973), working in a “swamp” (Rosenhead 2006),
“messy” (Ackoff 1979), “conceptual emergencies” (Leicester and
O'Hara 2009), or hyper-complex problems (Scharmer 2009 in
O'Brien 2013). These problems, by definition, defy any single way
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Table 1. Examples where Three Horizons (3H) dialogue has been used to facilitate change and innovation.
 
Case Study
Participants Background Aims and Objectives Process and Role of 3H
Intelligent
Infrastructure
Systems
UK Govt. Office for
Science & Technology
Foresight Unit, with input
from a wide community of
experts in government,
academia, and industry
(2006)
£8Bn a year invested to maintain
and develop UK transport
infrastructure;
Investments can last 50–100
years or longer;
Investment needs to meet
conflicting and changing
demands, and be safe and
resilient to shocks
Explore how science and
technology could, over the
next 50 years, bring
intelligence into
infrastructure to meet
demanding and sometimes
conflicting objectives of
investments for transport
infrastructure
Combination of science reviews,
scenarios, and technology forward
look;
Three Horizons used to link the
components together
Challenges facing
rural communities
Carnegie UK Trust,
Commission on Rural
Community Development
(2007) and International
Futures Forum
Long-term pressures on rural
communities, and a firm belief
that a vibrant rural life is a vital
component of an enduring,
balanced, and healthy society
Undertake a comprehensive
consultation on the challenges
and opportunities facing rural
communities across the UK
and Ireland in recent years,
and look ahead to the future
of rural areas
Commission of Inquiry;
Three Horizons used to integrate
material from the Inquiry, develop
a future-oriented “scenario” view,
support strategic visioning,
determine transformative (H2)
actions
Transformative
innovation in
education:
“Opening up
Transformative
Innovation,” 3H kit
for schools
Scottish Inspectorate of
Schools, Education
Scotland, and International
Futures Forum
Radical changes required in
education needed to prepare
young people for an uncertain
future
Support transformative
innovation with a highly
decentralized, bottom-up,
system-wide approach
Three Horizons strategic
conversations used to develop a
3H kit for schools to enable them
to develop their own
transformative initiatives
Climate change
community action
Glasgow community and
International Futures
Forum
Conflict in discussions between
meeting outcomes required by
grant givers and values of life
for those affected
To improve the dynamics of
collaboration on climate
change to meet both formal
institutional and community
objectives
Facilitation and framing of
community leader conversations,
using Three Horizon
understanding of horizons as
forms of conscious perspective
Transition to
renewable energy
Major European oil and
gas company
Using foresight methods to
explore new paradigm of energy
and the transition issues
To develop a managerial
understanding toward
reframing strategy and
investment portfolio
Scenario method combined with
Three Horizons to develop a
credible research and development
story to guide resource
deployment
of characterizing them (Rittel and Webber 1973). Nevertheless,
they can broadly be considered as possessing dynamic complexity,
social complexity (where conflicting values and cultures exist
among diverse stakeholders), and generative complexity (where
the intended future cannot be addressed only by existing
knowledge) (Scharmer 2009 in O'Brien 2013). Contemporary
problems can also be characterized as having ambivalent goals,
uncertain knowledge, and distributed power (Voß et al. 2007). We
broadly refer to these challenges as “complex problems.”  
Working with complex problems requires approaches that can
work with both biophysical and social understanding of systems
at interrelated scales (Folke et al. 2010); engage diverse individuals
and institutions (Voß et al. 2007); distinguish between and link
incremental and transformative change (Wise et al. 2014b); make
issues of power and competing values open and amenable to
discussion and resolution (Voß et al. 2007, Valorinta et al. 2011);
and work effectively through learning, invention, and innovation
to help purposely move toward uncertain futures (Voß et al. 2007,
Wilkinson 2008:274 in Ramirez et al. 2008). While much progress
has been made in understanding complexity (Newell 2012,
McGowan et al. 2014) and the different values held by different
stakeholders (Christie et al. 2012, Kenter et al. 2015), there are
still major practical challenges in working with multiple
perspectives and norms (Frame and Brown 2008, Holman 2011,
McGowan et al. 2014).
Working with the future
A second challenge is the need to work effectively with an
“incompletely known and uncertain future” (Wilkinson 2008:274
in Ramirez et al. 2008). Futures practices in general support ways
of taking decisions in the present that are as well-informed about
the future as we can make them, while recognizing ignorance and
uncertainty. If  there is no uncertainty, then plans and decisions
can be made about how to act to achieve the desired outcome.
Futures methods therefore connect agency (human decisions,
choices, actions, and capacities) (Câmpeanu and Fazey 2014) and
intent to irreducible uncertainty about the future context and the
effect of our actions.  
There are many tools and approaches for working with the future
(Van der Heijden 2005, Miller 2011, Hodgson 2012, Mahony
2014, Milojević and Izgarjan 2014, Videira et al. 2014). They can
broadly be classified according to how they deal with agency and
uncertainty (Fig. 1). First, there are traditional forecasting and
planning approaches, such as weather and economic forecasting,
that work with low social and generative complexity (bottom left
quadrant). In these approaches, the future is generally conceived
of as being an extension of the past and is predictable within a
set of known sources of variation, even though such changes may
be very hard to model or understand.
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Fig. 1. The different kinds of tools for working with the future.
The horizontal axis represents the degree of uncertainty about
the future; the vertical axis represents the extent to which the
tools enhance a degree of agency. Four domains indicate the
relative strengths of different tools and approaches. For
example, scenarios are generally most useful when the future is
highly uncertain, but often on their own have limited capacity
to identify strategies for achieving different futures. Roadmaps
tend to be most useful in circumstances where there is greater
certainty, where they provide clearer directions for change. New
pathways approaches are emerging, which aim to enhance
agency in situations of high uncertainty. The arrows indicate
that some scenario approaches, depending on how they are
applied, also can work well in the high uncertainty and high
agency domain, and that many existing pathways approaches
are aligned more closely with roadmaps.
Second, there are approaches that generate high agency but which
work best in situations where the uncertainty can be managed by
bringing it fully within the scope of the actors involved to
collectively assert their agency (top left quadrant). This includes
roadmaps, which are a strategic planning exercise focused around
a complex issue that involves step-by-step progress and learning.
Roadmaps usually involve bringing together expertise to assemble
paths toward the future in relation to intermediate goals, and
aligning intent among many parties to direct resources and
activity toward shared goals (Saritas and Aylen 2010). In
technology, the classic case is the semiconductor industry
roadmap, which was based on the premise that computing power
would increase exponentially (Moore 1965). Through continued
resourcing and shared effort, the roadmap helped ensure the
future was realized. The roadmap orientation to the future is
therefore about creating a strong sense of shared agency while
also reducing uncertainty in more manageable ways through
shared research and development. The outcome is usually a single
roadmap that characterizes the path of action and learning the
participants intend to pursue. This provides the agency but does
not allow significant space for the emergence of new and uncertain
future conditions that might require going down new paths.  
Third, there are approaches that work well with uncertainty but
do not necessarily result in high degrees of agency in the same
way that roadmaps do (bottom right quadrant). This includes
scenarios. These are perceptual tools for exploring uncertainties
in an unknown future; they are usually developed as a small set
(two to four) of plausible and structurally different futures
(Peterson et al. 2003, Van der Heijden 2005). Although scenario
approaches can generate agency (see next paragraph), scenarios
do not by themselves reveal strategies, and are instead part of an
input to a strategy process (Ramirez and Van der Heijden 2007).
Scenario planning therefore actively seeks out sources of
uncertainty and keeps them visible in ways that challenge the
assumptions on which current activities are based. The output of
a scenario planning project is a set of different scenarios that
highlight critical uncertainties by using distinct stories or visual
representations of alternative futures.  
Roadmaps are concerned mostly with coordinating social
complexity, whereas scenarios are theorized as exploring and re-
perceiving the dynamic complexity and uncertainty of the future
(Ramirez et al. 2008) (Fig. 1). This leaves an important space for
approaches that bring agency into the full domain of future
uncertainty (top right quadrant, Fig. 1). A variety of scenario
planning approaches are used for this, such as normative,
transformative, and participatory approaches, those which
combine exploratory and normative scenarios, and those that use
backcasting to develop normative strategies within a scenario
framework (Ogilvy 2002, Bell 2003, van Notten et al. 2003, Voß
et al. 2007, Kok et al. 2011, Kahane 2012). Privileging agency of
participants is a critical aspect of such futures work (Ogilvy 2002,
Bell 2003, Weisbord and Jasanoff 2010). Increasingly, however, a
new set of approaches, known as pathways approaches, attempt
both to deal with complexity and provide agency (Fig. 1). There
are many different interpretations of pathways approaches
(Leach 2008, Haasnoot et al. 2012, Wise et al. 2014b, Fazey et al.
2015), but essentially they aim to help work toward new futures
in a semiexploratory way (e.g., by identifying different routes and
paths) but without the specificity of a single roadmap that
assumes the ability to control all the sources of complexity. Many
of the existing pathways approaches are, however, highly
technical, and work on identifying key decision points and critical
junctures in ways that do not easily translate well into the messy
and subjective world of complexity in practice. Such pathways
approaches are often more similar to roadmap techniques, and
have an underlying assumption of well-understood systemic
causality and an intention to identify linear directions for
establishing new futures.  
Currently, there are limited futures-oriented approaches that
simultaneously work with complexity, diverse perspectives, and
values and still provide space for the kinds of imagination,
creativity, and emergence necessary to go beyond incremental or
marginal change. While there are exceptions (Burns 2007, Burns
and Worsley 2015), many existing approaches are complex and
technical, and there is a need instead for approaches that can help
generate futures literacy among broad constituencies of
participants in transformative change (Miller 2011, O'Brien et al.
2013). We outline a relatively new approach called Three Horizons
practice, which was first introduced as an analytic lens for
foresight work (Sharpe and Hodgson 2006, Curry and Hodgson
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2008). Three Horizons practice supports thinking and dialogue
about transformation, and while it has been used in many contexts
(Table 1), as yet, there has been limited critical explanation and
examination of the approach.
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
We outline the Three Horizons practice to encourage further and
wider debate about the facilitation of transformative change. The
research approach used to generate the insights, however, does
not conform to traditional methodological approaches used in
academia. Instead, it is an articulation of the extensive experience
the authors have gained through developing and using Three
Horizons in purposive reflective practice.  
Researchers tend to focus on epistemic forms of knowledge, which
is logically built up and then applied back to practice (Aristotle
2004). Such knowledge is teachable and often represented as a set
of principles or guidelines. Such principles are used to illuminate
an issue and inform judgment, but they do not prescribe action.
This requires more practice-oriented forms of knowledge, such
as techne or “know how” knowledge and phronesis (practical
wisdom)(Aristotle 2004). The latter involves knowing how to act
and reflect appropriately to achieve “good ends” (Shotter and
Tsoukas 2014). Techne and phronesis are usually concerned with
the particulars of the situation and what is experienced (Van De
Ven and Johnson 2006, Shotter and Tsoukas 2014), such as the
knowledge applied by expert facilitators when working with
different groups of people, solar technicians installing solar
panels in different circumstances, or doctors working with
different patients. Eliciting such knowledge is challenging because
the process of elicitation separates the knowledge from the person
in which it is embodied and the context to which it is applied
(Barab and Plucker 2002).  
Epistemic knowledge alone cannot facilitate the kinds of change
needed to address contemporary societal challenges, and other
forms of practical knowledge are required. Yet, despite this need,
techne and phronesis are not well recognized by academics. This
results in the theories of pure researchers dictating actions of
those in practice (Pryjmachuk 1996), or practitioners ignoring
theoretical insights because they do not find them useful (Rolfe
1998). Standard attempts to close the perceived “gap” between
academia and practice then usually involves academics trying to
develop better strategies for dissemination and greater use of
research findings, which makes the gap wider by suppressing
professional judgment and forcing practitioners to use ill-suited
research findings (Rolfe 1998).  
We therefore take a different approach to that normally presented
in academic journals. We aim to articulate how Three Horizons
practice is approached and used (techne), and discuss the insights
about change and transformation that have emerged from
facilitating Three Horizons practice, which help make judgments
about “good ends” (phronesis). These insights have emerged from
our collective practical knowledge of learning how to apply the
approach in diverse contexts in combination with many other
approaches, and from the facilitation of groups trying to make
sense of, and work with, complexity. Together, we have
approximately 90 years of experience in facilitation of futures and
strategy thinking and about 35 years of facilitating Three
Horizons. This includes using the approach in about 180 different
situations, and training 135 people to use the approach. We have
also spent considerable effort in learning from and about the
approach, innovating, and reflecting on its outcomes, including
having numerous discussions that have led to refinements and
improvements, and ultimately this paper.  
Importantly, it is not our intention to present this work as an
academic piece that “tests the effectiveness” of Three Horizons,
presents “evidence” of its value, or promotes the approach above
other useful approaches. We also do not suggest that the work
meets notions of rigor applied in the social sciences that are used
to develop epistemic knowledge, and some may therefore label
this paper as no more than a “practice note.” Instead, we have
worked carefully to find the best way to articulate what we think
we know from reflecting on the facilitation of Three Horizons.
The work can therefore be considered as the outcome of action-
oriented, first-person inquiries by practitioners (Reason and
Bradbury 2008), and our intention is to lay a foundation for others
to apply Three Horizons, develop their own practical
understanding, and come to their own conclusions in their own
settings and contexts about the relevance and validity of the
approach. This paper should therefore be viewed as a set of
propositions about (1) the practice of Three Horizons, and (2)
the more general insights about the nature of transformation that
have emerged from its practice. These propositions can then be
examined in further detail by using more deductive
methodologies, such as through critical and reflexive action
research and comparative case studies (Ison et al. 2014).
THREE HORIZONS AS A PATHWAYS PRACTICE
Three Horizons framework
In this section, we outline how Three Horizons practice is often
used. The practice typically involves a facilitated conversation
with diverse stakeholders to assist sense-making and strategic
action. It can be facilitated through multiday workshops or as
short exercises to complement other activities, including working
in ways that are complementary to other approaches and tools.
Three Horizons practice uses a simple framework that can easily
be communicated in a few minutes. This framework includes three
lines, with each line representing a system or pattern in the way
things are done in a particular area of interest (e.g., how an
organization operates, particular values in society, or the use of
certain forms of technology) (Fig. 2). The horizontal axis
represents time stretching into the future from the present, and
the vertical axis indicates the prevalence of each pattern in a
relative way. The framework represents three different patterns:
an established first horizon pattern giving way over time to an
emerging third horizon, via transitional activity in the second
horizon.  
The first horizon (H1): This represents the way things are done
now, generally called “business as usual.” Society relies on stable
patterns for the everyday business of life, and most change is
incremental within these familiar patterns and serves to reproduce
and reinforce them. The starting point of a three horizon
conversation is the recognition that the first horizon pattern is
losing its fit with emerging conditions.
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Fig. 2. Three Horizons. “Prevalence” refers to the extent to
which a particular pattern dominates the issue of concern (e.g.,
way of doing things, use of a particular technology, set of
values). These patterns change over time. H1 is a current,
declining, pattern. H3 represents an emerging future pattern.
H2 is the turbulent domain of transitional activities and
innovations which people are trying out in response to the
changing landscape between H1 and H3. Importantly, each way
of doing things is present at all times, albeit to a greater or
lesser extent. H2- and H2+ highlight that innovations emerging
in H2 can either be subsumed back into H1 or go on to create
the space for, and emergence of, H3.
The third horizon (H3): This represents the emerging pattern that
will be the long-term successor to the current first horizon. It is
appearing and growing on the fringes of the present system, and
developing new ways of meeting the emerging conditions and
possibilities. Although some dominant pattern will eventually
emerge, in the process of developing a three horizon map, many
different views of the future will be present and contested.  
The second horizon (H2): This is the turbulent domain of
transitional activities and innovations that people are trying out
in response to the changing landscape between the first and third
horizons. This second horizon is important, as it provides the
disruptions for more radical 3H systems to emerge. Some
innovations (H2+) will help extend the H1 systems and facilitate
the emergence of H3 systems. Many innovations will fail, and
others (H2-) will be absorbed back into the H1 systems and
contribute only to marginal or incremental change. A good
example are photovoltaic cells (solar panels). They have
significant potential to generate a revolution in the power
relations between traditional consumers and producers of energy.
Consumers can become producers, and create the conditions for
radical and transformative innovations in storage capacity and
localized production that remove market dominance of existing
large energy companies (Schleicher-Tappeser 2012). Whether the
H2 innovations become subsumed or controlled by existing
energy generation patterns and actors or go on to generate
transformative outcomes remain to be seen, and will depend on
an array of social, political, and technological factors, including
the extent of the ability of different actors to influence regulatory
demands.
The practice of Three Horizons
Although Three Horizons has a simple framework, it can be
thought of as a practice rather than a theory, concept, or idea.
This is because it involves a facilitated process with a diverse group
of stakeholders to map out how different patterns change over
time. It is the experience of being involved in the process that helps
participants reframe their understanding of the relationship
between the present and the future. This makes it different from
detailed concepts and frameworks, such as multilevel perspectives
on socio-technical transitions, technological innovation systems,
or the sociology of expectations (Borup et al. 2006, Geels and
Schot 2007, Bergek et al. 2008), which are used predominantly as
explanatory abstractions and heuristics. The simple structure of
Three Horizons makes it highly accessible to diverse participants,
including children (e.g., Leicester et al. 2013), and allows for the
incorporation of different dimensions of existing theories (e.g.,
multilevel perspectives) when required.  
There are usually five key steps involved in the practice of Three
Horizons. They are illustrated through an example (Fig. 3) where
a local authority sought to explore how to transition toward and
implement a new Curriculum for Excellence in Scotland (CfE).
This aimed to be a radical departure from existing curricular and
educational approaches. In this case, the Three Horizons dialogue
process assisted thinking within the local authority about how to
meet the challenges and opportunities within the emerging policy
framework while continuing to deliver effective education through
the transition period (Fig. 3). The following steps were used to
explore this transition:  
Step 1: Examining present concerns. A three horizon conversation
begins by bringing the issue of concern into view and describing
the ways in which the current way of doing things is seen to be
losing its fit with emerging conditions. In the CfE example, the
emergence of personalized, adaptive teaching technology,
alongside pervasive digital delivery offered a multitude of new
ways to structure individual learning paths. This required a
complete rethink of the role of the teacher, classroom, and school
to make best use of emerging opportunities and changing
context.  
Step 2: Exploring future aspirations. This involves examining the
third horizon, where visions, aspirations, and possibilities for the
reality that will emerge over time are explored as a replacement
of the first horizon. In CfE, the emerging technologies offered
possibilities to link the school and home in many more ways to
support learning, and there were aspirations for teachers to be
learners, and for children to have greater responsibility and
ownership of their learning.  
Step 3: Exploring inspirational practice in the present. The second
step generally merges with the third step, which is to identify
“pockets of the future in the present,” which are concrete examples
of where new ways of doing things are visible at the margins of
the mainstream first horizon systems. In CfE, this involved both
looking to existing practices locally and examining the huge
variety of educational systems globally and the different
approaches they provide.  
Step 4: Innovations in play. This step considers the second
horizon, which is viewed as the realm of transition between the
first and third horizons, and innovations are identified that can
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Fig. 3. An example of the outcome of using Three Horizons as a process to structure dialogue developed through working with a
local authority in Scotland to transition to the Curriculum for Excellence. The black numbered boxes represent the order in which
different aspects of the Three Horizons are explored. The dark grey shaded boxes were items given to participants by the facilitators
to trigger thinking about how things might change in the future. These prompted wider discussion and are represented by the lighter
shaded boxes. The figure is an anonymized version with only a sample of the items included.
be seen to be going on in response to the failings of the first
horizon and the possibilities of the third. For example, in CfE, a
huge number of new players were identified, coming from both
inside and outside the education system, who are introducing new
digital platforms such as MOOCs (Massive Open Online
Courses). These have gained a great deal of attention and are
evolving rapidly in ways that open up further opportunities in the
H2 space. The outcome of many of these disruptive innovations
is not yet clear.  
Step 5: Essential features to maintain. The final step draws
attention to those aspects of the old system that will persist into
the future within the context of the new dominant system. These
are often examined as the key or desirable elements that need to
be retained.  
Finally, a number of additional steps are typically added to the
process that make the move from sense-making to transformative
action, such as examining trade-offs and dilemmas, and how some
H2 innovations can serve to prop up H1 systems or go on to
provide new space for emergence of H3 systems, and how the
participants relate to acting on these possibilities. The specific
process is highly contingent on the project context, but in general,
the aim of a 3H conversation is to get into action by identifying
actions in the second and third horizons that will take a step along
the pathway of change. These issues are covered in the next section
as part of the discussions about the useful features of Three
Horizons practice.
USEFUL FEATURES OF THREE HORIZONS PRACTICE
A simple framework to help work with complexity
We have found that one of the most useful aspects of Three
Horizons is that it provides a simple structure for working with
complexity around which dialogue about change from one pattern
to another can occur. While this is not as comprehensive as deeper
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explanatory theories and approaches to change (Waddock et al.
2015), a deep explanatory framework is not the intention. Instead,
we have found that the pre-given framework is simple enough to
allow participants to add their own issues and perspectives, help
them begin to make sense of the complexity in a holistic way,
avoid constraints in thinking about how progressive change may
unfold, and explore the role of different components in a
particular change context or situation. We have also found it
helpful to avoid deep dialogue around concepts like transition,
resilience, or transformation, which in our experience often
creates inertia and inhibits action. Unlike scenario planning, we
have also found that the Three Horizons framework avoids the
need to create a unique structure for each particular issue or
context. Creating a Three Horizons map can be done in only a
few hours or through much longer sessions. While developing
deep understanding takes time, a short discussion can give a
preliminary grip on a situation which then motivates further
enquiry and more detailed explorations to help shape the
implementation of the actions identified.
Development of future consciousness
While it is common to represent societal change as succeeding S-
curves (Perez 2004, Tibbs 2011), this does not draw attention to
the fact that change always originates in the present (Curry and
Hodgson 2008). In the practice of Three Horizons, a key step is
to identify examples of the third horizon in the present (pockets
of the future in the present), and consider how this new pattern
can emerge through the transitional second horizon. We have
found that Three Horizons can help participants situate the
present moment in relation to the future. This is because it helps
them regard each horizon as a quality of the future in the present,
with each horizon characterizing a distinct way of acting in the
present with a qualitatively different relationship to current and
future patterns. The first horizon is characterized as a
“managerial” mindset, which keeps things going in familiar ways;
the second is the entrepreneurial orientation that seizes an
opportunity; and the third is the visionary outlook that holds an
imagined future in mind and steers toward it. In this sense, our
experience suggests the approach can help different actors bring
all three orientations to the future into view and encourage
participants to work with these horizons in a flexible way—
moving from holding any one orientation as a fixed mindset to
using them all as alternative perspectives.  
This step into an explicit awareness and use of all three
perspectives can be thought of as “future consciousness,” or an
awareness of the future potential of the present and how the future
emerges from what is done now (Sharpe 2013). This relates to calls
for “effective future-mindedness” (Ramirez et al. 2008) or futures
literacy (Miller 2011). Developing future consciousness highlights
that effective transformational practice needs to engage people in
developing their own role in shaping the future in a reflexive and
reflective way, so that they can take responsibility for the process
of making transformation happen.
Distinguishing between incremental and transformative change
Being able to distinguish between actions that generate
incremental or transformative change is important for more
effectively transitioning to new futures (Wise et al. 2014a). Yet,
this is difficult because transformation is often apparent only after
it has occurred. We have found that Three Horizons helps
participants explore dominant patterns of activity and more
transformative ways of doing things. Through the facilitation of
Three Horizons practice, participants begin to recognize that the
first horizon is not static and that dominant pattern(s) of activity
are actively maintained and reproduced by social processes. That
is, invention and innovation are always going on in which the
system renews itself  and gets “better” in its own terms, such as
computers getting faster, drugs getting better, guns getting more
lethal, and political parties producing their manifestos. Such
patterns are actively maintained by many social actors: those who
produce them, use them, and govern them with tacit and explicit
rules, laws, and norms.  
An example is the outcomes of many attempts in practical
domains to enhance resilience. While origins of the concept in
environmental domains highlight the importance of adaptability
and flexibility in social and ecological domains as a key source of
resilience (Holling 2001), the concept of resilience is increasingly
used in diverse ways (Chandler 2013). In particular, it can often
be interpreted as a process for maintaining the status quo rather
than for creating more systemic levels of change or in ways that
do not acknowledge ecological feedbacks from human actions
(Whiteman et al. 2004, Pelling 2011). Examples include finding
more flexible ways to keep motorways open or airplanes flying
when societies are faced with various natural and human hazards.
This reinforces or enables environmentally unsustainable
economies, even though the perseverance of heavily
consumption-based economies continues to influence underlying
causes of increasing threats from natural hazards through climate
change. Such well-intentioned approaches to resilience prop up
existing systems in ways that early proponents of social-ecological
resilience sought to avoid (Holling and Meffe 1996, Holling 2001,
Folke 2006). In Three Horizons practice, these kinds of
adjustments might be interpreted as sustaining the first horizon
political-economic structures. In contrast, transformation is then
understood as requiring renewal of those structures in the
transition to the third horizon. This interpretation of
transformation is consistent with many of those in the academic
literature (Walker et al. 2004, Gallopin 2006).  
By exploring first and third horizon patterns, we have found that
participants begin to appreciate how active processes of
innovation can often help maintain and reinforce current systems
in ways that paradoxically limit change, and result in only minor
incremental advances over time. Working with the first horizon
also highlights how incremental changes that maintain this
horizon can result in “fixes that fail.” For example, an issue
explored in the Intelligent Infrastructure Systems foresight
project (Table 1) was the need to transition to sustainable forms
of transport with greatly reduced greenhouse gas emissions. In
this case, participants came to the conclusion that the first horizon
transport system needed to continually increase the provision of
transport infrastructure to keep up with increasing demand. Yet,
the gains from greater efficiencies that emerged from new
incremental innovations were generally being lost when the use
of transport in the system overall increased. This highlighted that
transformation to a fully sustainable system therefore involved
not only major transitions to clean energy but also ways to contain
demand, such as through new patterns of mobility achieved by
alternative forms of urban design and different work and leisure
social practices. Through contrasting first and third horizon
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patterns, participants were then able to consider a new system
that was a better fit to emerging conditions (e.g., a low carbon
economy) and that included changes in the underlying
assumptions that put boundaries on incremental change. In our
experience, practicing Three Horizons can therefore help
participants distinguish between incremental and transformative
change, but in a way that enables them to bring these aspects
together and consider the transitions necessary to move from one
form of action to another.
Making power explicit
Deliberate societal transformation involves intentionally trying
to direct patterns of change. This requires exploring who has the
power to resist or bring about change, to what extent change can
be created, and the relationships between different actors (Hatt
2013, Geels 2014). Through facilitating Three Horizons, we have
found that it can help participants explore issues of power in two
main ways. First, through focused discussions it assists
practitioners to identify how different actors can most usefully
influence change. For example, in the Intelligent Infrastructure
Systems project (Table 1), it became apparent through discussions
that an individual citizen can do little to influence the availability
of electric cars beyond exercising their consumer choice, but they
might join a green lobby group to campaign for change; an
entrepreneur can raise capital and pioneer innovative
technologies but cannot do much to put in place needed
infrastructure, and they need pioneering citizens as customers; or
a government transport minister has power to influence policies
but might need the active support of industry groups and lobby
groups to drive change and shift social norms around the use of
cars.  
Second, through facilitating the practice of Three Horizons, we
have found that the approach can help participants explore
whether or how society is organized to manage the processes of
moving toward the third horizon depending on the nature of the
societies in which they live. For example, democratic societies have
established processes for the orderly transfer of power, and can
renew their laws and the constitution that governs those law-
making processes. Other societies may be unable to transfer power
and manage change without violent conflict, collapse, and
renewal in the governance structures themselves. In these cases,
it may take acts of profound courage to challenge the power of
the status quo, and the outcomes will be violently contested.
Similarly, in developed market economies, affairs have been
organized so that there are distinct policies for governance of the
established businesses of the first horizon, venture investment for
the second, and exploratory research—often government funded
through universities—for the third. Most societies have some
policies to limit the power of the first horizon actors, such as
monopoly rules and preventing cartels (Ma 2013), but powerful
companies can buy up or suppress threatening innovations
(Stanford 2012, Gerschel-Clarke 2013, Geels 2014). Incumbents
also have significant power and access to the processes of
government, and can often achieve a degree of regulatory capture,
which enables them to exert influence over how new possibilities
are framed, or resist legislation they perceive as damaging their
interests (Geels 2014). Differences in the way societies are
organized, therefore, have different effects on the way in which
renewal occurs or can be precipitated.  
By working with Three Horizons, we have found that the processes
that support or resist change can be made amenable to discussion,
which can help participants think about how to manage the
transitions and change those processes. This does not mean that
everyone will necessarily agree on what the third horizon and
pattern of renewal should be. Quite the reverse: the practice offers
a way to identify where there are disagreements and help inform
which actors need to be convened to support the process of change
and renewal. We refer to this process as “Convening the Future”
(Sharpe 2013). This relates directly to the observations of both
Weisbord and Jasanoff (2010), in their Future Search method,
and Kahane (2012), in his Transformative Scenario Planning
method, that it is crucial to get the “whole system” in the room.
Three Horizons does not take a view on whether the whole system
must be convened, since often change is brought about by
challengers outside the system, but it does support the enquiry
and facilitate constructive dialogue in systemic ways among those
who view the world through particular horizon perspectives (see
Framework for dialogue among different actors).
Exploring the management of transitions
In our experience of using Three Horizons, we have found that it
helps maintain focus on the management of transitions.
Consideration of the first horizon brings out the initial scoping
of the issue and the indicators of stress and loss of fit that are
motivating the need for change. Discussing the third horizon then
allows participants to drop the assumptions that would keep
responses within the incremental range of the first horizon
system. This frees participants to explore a wide range of
transformational possibilities by drawing both on what they see
out in the world as responses to the changing context and their
own visions and aspirations. The exploration of the second
horizon is then placed between these two as the zone of transition
between the existing systems of the first horizon and the emerging
or imagined third. This enables discussions to focus on managing
the transitional process from current to transformative ways of
doing things. In the Intelligent Infrastructure Futures example
(Table 1), transport policies for incremental improvements in
efficiency (extension of the first horizon) were contrasted with
policies to transform mobility patterns to reduce demand (third
horizon transformation), which enabled a focus on second
horizon policies that would help the third horizon changes to
emerge.  
We have found two techniques for exploring the second horizon
transitional space to be helpful. The first is the distinction between
“H2 plus” (H2+) innovations, which lead on to the third horizon,
and “H2 minus” (H2-) innovations, which may “prop up” the first
horizon. Designating innovation as H2 plus or minus is not
absolute but something that can be explored. For example, in the
Intelligent Infrastructure Futures project (Table 1), one of the
issues identified was how new technologies would interact with
the demand for transport. On the one hand, transport innovations
that increase speed and efficiency were considered to be useful for
relieving some problems in the short term but still increased
demand and emissions in the longer term. This then represented
an H2 minus capture of the innovation by the H1 patterns of
mobility. On the other, innovations that link transport services to
new urban planning and shifts toward active transport (walking
and cycling) were identified as likely being able to gradually
transform mobility patterns toward a third horizon of sustainable
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transport—an H2 plus intervention. This does not mean that H2
minus interventions are inappropriate and there is no a priori
“right” view of interventions. Nevertheless, our experience
suggests that considering the role of innovations through Three
Horizons can help participants identify which ones are more likely
to lead to transformation.  
The second technique for exploring the second horizon
transitional space is dilemma thinking (Hampden-Turner 1990,
Höijer et al. 2006). The central idea is that while decision situations
often appear to be exclusive choices, they can sometimes be more
helpfully viewed as two competing sets of values where both must
be respected (Leicester et al. 2013). For example, businesses have
a dilemma of needing to optimize the current business while
investing in innovation for future revenue. If  either is chosen to
the exclusion of the other, the business will eventually fail.  
Through facilitating Three Horizons we have found that
discussions about change often become polarized between the
first horizon status quo, seen as “bad,” and the new/desired third
horizon system, viewed as “good.” In any real world situation,
however, there will be much in the existing system that needs to
be carried forward into the new, and aspects of the new that need
to build on contributions from the first rather than to fully
reinvent or ignore them. In the Carnegie case (Table 1), for
example, participants identified historical patterns of land use
and ownership that have been both barriers to, and enablers of,
new patterns of use. This included, for example, increasing trends
toward rural estate owners effectively becoming farmers of wind
or water alongside more traditional agriculture and forestry, and
picking up rich subsidies in the process. Dilemma thinking
addresses such challenges by taking the two sides of a polarity
and presenting them orthogonally, framing a space in which there
can be dynamic movement toward synthesis and resolution (Fig.
4). Dilemmas are therefore not “solved,” but constantly “re-
solved” through experimentation, feedback, learning, and
creative innovation. Overall, approaches such as distinguishing
between H2 plus and minus, and dilemma thinking, complement
other aspects of Three Horizons practice to help participants
identify the kinds of transitional changes that need to be put into
place to achieve transformation.
Framework for dialogue among different actors—the three
horizon “voices”
Participants involved in Three Horizons practice have indicated
that one of the most useful aspects of the framework is that it
helps improve the social dynamics of transformative
conversations. Through our extensive experimentation and
reflection on the practice, it seems that this occurs because Three
Horizons (1) is easily communicated and provides opportunities
for sense-making in a pragmatic way, (2) enables participants to
help identify their own role toward either maintaining the existing
systems or pioneering new ones, and (3) encourages those involved
to understand the different roles and positive contribution of each
horizon. The second and third points are made possible when
participants start to move from inhabiting a horizon as a fixed
mindset to using it flexibly as a perspective. Here, the first horizon
represents the mindset of a “manager” responsible for keeping
business-as-usual systems going; i.e., “keeping the lights on” or
“ensuring the plane can still stay airborne while being
redesigned.” The third horizon is the mindset of the “visionary,”
who imagines new possible futures and tries to achieve them
through pioneering actions. Many of the ideas of the visionary
are likely to be considered too far beyond current thinking to be
widely accepted in the present, even though they may eventually
become the new normal in the future. The second horizon is the
mindset of the entrepreneur, who acts opportunistically to “seize
the day” and bring new ideas and innovations into reality. In
discussions about complex issues involving change, participants
often bring a particular mindset, and implicitly view the others
in adversarial ways (Table 2).
Fig. 4. The space of dilemmas between the values of Horizon 1
and Horizon 3 in the Carnegie case study. In this space, policies
and experiments are used to progress towards transformation.
We have found that by using Three Horizons, participants become
aware of the different value and role of each horizon and their
associated mindsets, and that this greatly reduces many sources
of tension and conflict. Initially, those responsible for the first
horizon systems that are important for daily life, who have to meet
ever greater obligations for accountability, transparency, and so
on, often regard the third horizon visionary as an irritating and
unrealistic nuisance (Table 2). The third horizon pioneer, in
contrast, will often regard the first horizon manager as a dinosaur
who is blocking change (Table 2). Yet, when each party is able to
see that if  no one keeps the current system going, the future cannot
be resourced, and that if  there is no action toward future needs,
the existing system will collapse, then a much more fruitful
discussion becomes possible.  
A concrete example from using Three Horizons was in the
Carnegie case (Table 1). The commissioners were exposed to a
diversity of views and perspectives on the future and were able to
visit examples of innovative, nonmainstream practice. They
realized at that point that they needed help to make sense of the
mass of everything they had seen and the numerous perspectives
of individual commissioners. The Three Horizons approach
enabled the different perspectives and variety of evidence to be
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Table 2. The different outlooks of the Three Horizons toward each other, both as a negative mindset and a positive perspective in the
form of words that have been used in real sessions (based on text produced by Ian Page, personal communication). This table is often
reported to be one of the most useful things people get from using Three Horizons.
 
Looking from
this Horizon
Looking at this
Horizon
Negative (Mindset) Positive (Perspective)
Horizon 1 Horizon 1 Competitor. Beat or take over. Useful infrastructure. Potential allies in lobbying for shared
interests, etc.
Horizon 2 Parasite of potential investment. Watch and
monitor.
Source of abundant ideas. Improvement. Changes scope of what
can be done.
Horizon 3 Fanciful and irrelevant. Ignore, or kill to prevent
momentum building that would challenge H1
dominance.
Hope for the future. Possibility of renewal.
Not challenging H1 role: relates to more of my life than H1.
Horizon 2 Horizon 1 Slow-moving dinosaurs. Obstructive. Get out of
the way!
Holding the “innovator’s dilemma.” Destination for innovation.
Arena of action. Source of support and ways to scale up.
Horizon 2 Competitors for resources. Allies in creating momentum.
Horizon 3 Impractical. Inspirational. Source of ideas and visibility. Sense of direction.
Horizon 3 Horizon 1 Massive error and liability, barrier to progress. Potential resource when unlocked. Skills that can be redeployed
—to scale. Valuable heritage and gains to be protected.
Horizon 2 Obstructive compromise. They are misusing our
vision.
Potential allies. Promising practice, stepping stone. Changes
scope of what is possible.
Horizon 3 Vision competitors: debate vigorously. Extends the debate beyond the present; brings deeper issues of
value into play.
held and appreciated at the same time. An important contribution
was the way the approach revealed that commissioners who were
initially stereotyped as entrenched in one specific horizon
volunteered significant perspectives from other horizons, thus
dissolving many of the earlier disagreements. This shows how
Three Horizons legitimizes each of the different perspectives and
highlights the value of each. In our experience, this can result in
a shift from holding a horizon as a mindset to using it as a flexible
perspective on the situation. This allows a shift into future
consciousness that is the key enabling feature of Three Horizons.
In summary, Three Horizons helps create a common language
where participants quickly find it very natural to start talking of
issues and situations in terms of the “horizons,” which in turn,
helps participants with significantly different values and
ideologies work together more effectively.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The key qualities of Three Horizons practice, based on our
experience of facilitating the approach, can be summarized in
three main ways. First, it seems to help people begin to make sense
of complex situations through seeing the world in patterns in a
way that is relevant to their concerns and their aspirations for
change. Second, it appears to allow participants to “put
themselves in the picture” and to relate their own role in bringing
about change to that of other actors. Finally, by moving from
their own mindset to a wider perspective of all three horizons,
our experience suggests that participants can improve the quality
of future-oriented dialogue between those who have
responsibility for the present pattern and those seeking a path of
transformation to the future. Through experiencing such
dialogue, participants often express that they have experienced a
renewed sense of hope brought about by greater understanding
of how actions in the present can contribute to emerging futures
(Sharpe 2013).  
Three Horizons therefore seems particularly useful for supporting
a rapid entry into a future-oriented dialogue on diverse topics,
with a language that is easily grasped. But like all approaches, it
has limitations. Personal communication with scenario planning
facilitators has indicated they find it useful to use the approach
as a scoping tool at the start of a project and to shape strategic
action at the end, while using scenario planning to explore the
uncertainties within and between horizons. Other tools and
practices are therefore sometimes needed to develop deeper
insights, such as systems mapping to develop understanding of
critical relations and feedbacks (Fazey et al. 2011); scenarios to
structure third horizon uncertainties (Peterson et al. 2003, Saritas
and Aylen 2010); multiscale perspectives to examine transitions
in more depth (Geels and Schot 2007, Geels 2014); and dilemma
thinking to help work with trade-offs (Höijer et al. 2006). In a
recent exploration of the future of carbon pricing for an
international institution that had convened a high level expert
group, Three Horizons was used primarily to frame the problem
and identify critical unknowns. These unknowns were then
explored in greater detail using dilemma thinking and scenarios,
which together then enabled the identification of the adaptive
pathways most likely to lead to the third horizon future pattern
(Fig. 5). As with all approaches for working with complexity, good
facilitation is also required. While in our experience the
framework can be easily understood and facilitators can quickly
learn how to apply the approach, the expertise of the facilitator
has a significant bearing on the depth of insights achieved. We
are therefore currently both exploring and experimenting with
how Three Horizons can be used as a supportive and integrative
framework with other methods while simultaneously developing
appropriate online training for its facilitation and practice (http://
h3uni.net/).
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Table 3. Key propositions about deliberate transformation derived from observations and experience of facilitating the practice of
Three Horizons (based on some of the insights in Sharpe 2013).
 
Proposition Explanation
Transformation requires development
of future consciousness.
Future consciousness can be considered to be an awareness of the future potential of the present moment. It is
limited by a range of cognitive, psychological, and systemic issues, such as existing psychological investment in
the security of the status quo, fear of a new changed paradigm, which can trigger denial of the problems in the
present, and linear causal mindsets that limit appreciation of underlying systemic issues. Nevertheless, working
with Three Horizons suggests that everyone has a natural capacity to relate to the future and act in the present
moment to create that future, and this awareness can be deepened through reflective practice using approaches
such as Three Horizons.
 
Transformation involves a repatterning
of collective lives rather than expansion
of the current pattern.
Incremental changes can lead to transformation, but these changes act mostly to retain existing ways of doing
things. This implies that it is important to work collectively to change existing patterns when transformation is
needed and to identify what needs to be done in the present moment to work with the future in the long term.
 
Transformation needs to bring together
personal aspects and wider structural
aspects of change.
Transformative innovation involves working with different qualities of the future in the present (in this case, the
different horizons) in a way that brings together the inward looking aspect of reflecting on an individual or
groups’ future consciousness (the first proposition) and the outward looking aspect of collectively
understanding patterns of change and response (the second proposition). That is, transformation needs to
bring together the personal aspects (e.g., values, future consciousness) and those aspects that need to be
changed. This is similar to ideas that highlight the importance of working across the personal, political, and
practical spheres of society (Sharma 2007), and which affirm that the incorporation of ethics and aesthetics, in
addition to seeking new knowledge, is essential for transformation to occur (Hanlon et al. 2012).
 
Simple structures are needed for
integrative and transformative dialogue.
Simple and easily accessible approaches are needed to help work with diverse perspectives and provide
opportunities for collective thinking about the future without being trapped by personal values, fears, or other
emotional ties. Working with Three Horizons suggests that there is a need for such approaches to provide a
balance between having some structure and avoiding inappropriate constraints on understanding. Approaches
also need to help avoid getting stuck in discussions about different interpretations of concepts like
transformation.
 
Transformation can occur only as a
universal shared practice in which every
person is viewed as a unique source of
insight and human potential.
Human lives are a process of constant discovery and invention, with each person living a unique human life
(Horton 2002). Building a fully shared capacity for future consciousness is essential for engendering hopes for
transformation and moving toward a more just and equitable world.
Fig. 5. An example of the way Three Horizons (3H) can frame
the use of other tools. It depicts the flow of a recent project led
by one of the authors that explored how carbon pricing could
be used to help drive the transformation of the world economy
to a low carbon future. From the initial 3H exploration, the
critical unknowns of approach were explored with both
dilemmas and scenarios, which led to an understanding of the
adaptive pathways to the third horizon.
In addition to articulating what we think we know about the
practice of Three Horizons, reflecting on its practice has helped
identify insights about the nature of transformation itself  (Table
3). We do not claim that these represent reproducible findings,
but rather that they serve to represent the articulation of practical
knowledge in epistemic ways. Such reflections through practice
have, for example, helped us develop our own thinking about the
differences between incremental and transformative change and
how conversations about transformation can be facilitated. This
highlights that new and important knowledge about the nature
of change itself  emerges from trying to do change as well as from
analytical-deductive approaches that primarily seek to observe it.
This is consistent with calls for researchers to engage more directly
in processes of change to help accelerate learning for deliberate
transformation (O'Brien 2012, Arkesteijn et al. 2015).  
To accelerate learning about practices of change and
transformation, we need participatory, reflective, and action-
based forms of research that simultaneously work with techne,
phronesis, and episteme (Frame and Brown 2008, Reason and
Bradbury 2008, Ison et al. 2014). These needs are reflected in
wider calls for more open knowledge systems that are more
inclusive, transparent, and action-oriented (Flyvberg 2001,
Cornell et al. 2013, van Kerkhoff 2014, Kläy et al. 2015). Yet,
despite the importance of the transformation agenda, currently
there are limited avenues for funding research that works more
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directly with practical forms of knowledge (Kläy et al. 2015). This
may seem surprising given the increasing emphasis on the need
for research to be useful. Yet, usefulness is usually defined by
existing policy and research environments that focus on research
to address first horizon issues (i.e., “keeping the lights on”) rather
than on the processes and practices of third horizon renewal
(Pardoe 2014). The challenge here is that for research to be
effective in assisting transformation, a transformation in the way
research is conducted and the acceptance of other forms of
knowledge will also be required. Details of a new research agenda
are beyond the scope of this paper, but such changes rest on greater
acknowledgement by researchers and practitioners that all
research is socially constructed and that observers are not
independent from what is observed (Aufenvenne et al. 2014, Kläy
et al. 2015). Moving toward new ways of thinking about research
and knowledge production will require second horizon strategic
actions that can assist the transition from the first horizon to new
third horizon modes of research. Three Horizons would be useful
for helping to begin to explore how such transitions might come
about.
Responses to this article can be read online at: 
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/8388
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